Active learning is a machine learning technique which has attracted a lot of research interest in the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) in recent years. To be effective, an active learning system must be fast and efficient using as few (relevance) feedback iterations as possible. Scalability is the major problem for such an on-line learning method, since the complexity of such methods on a database of size n is in the best case O(n * log(n)). In this article we propose a strategy to overcome this limitation. Our technique exploits ultra fast retrieval methods like Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH), recently applied for unsupervised image retrieval. Combined with active selection, our method is able to achieve very fast active learning task in very large database. Experiments on VOC2006 database are reported, results are obtained four times faster while preserving the accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Active learning is an extension of semi-supervised learning which not only exploits non-annotated data but also proposes to the user, considered as an expert, a choice of images to be annotated. In active classification, the images to be annotated by the user are chosen such that the classification error on the database is the lowest [1] . Active learning is particularly relevant in image interactive retrieval since only few annotations can be required from the user to define the training set. Thus the training set is small, the annotations must then provide the best classification. This specific process, compared to simple classification methods, is called selection problem.
However, this process of image selection has, at best, a linear computational complexity in the number of images in the database for each feedback iteration. When the database becomes very large, this scheme becomes intractable.
In the context of copy detection [2] or in the context of image retrieval [3] , methods have recently been proposed to overcome this problem of scalability. In this paper, the idea is to propose a new approach for fast selection to exploit active learning techniques on image retrieval in very large databases.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF ACTIVE LEARNING IN CBIR
In CBIR classification framework, retrieving classes of images is usually considered as a two-class problem: the relevant class, the set of images corresponding to the user query concept, and the irrelevant class composed by the remaining database.
Let {x i } 1,n be the n image indexes of the database. A training set is expressed from any user label retrieval session
, where y i = 1 if the image x i is labeled as relevant, y i = −1 if the image x i is labeled as irrelevant. The classifier is then trained using these labels, and a relevance function f A (x i ) is determined in order to be able to rank the data. The set of unlabeled images is denoted by
In this paper, image descriptors are given by a compact and efficient representation of visual features: adapted histograms of colors and textures.
We consider, in this paper, active learning classification which aims at minimizing classification error over the whole set B of images from the database (B = A + U) by considering the user as an expert and requiring to iteratively annotate carefully chosen images.
This expert can be represented by a function s : B → {−1, 1}, which assigns a label to an image of the database. In active classification, the images iteratively presented to the user to be annotated are chosen such that the classification error on the database is the lowest. This iterative annotating process is called relevance feedback. In the following, the index t corresponds to the t th iteration of labeling process. In the case where only one image x i has to be selected, this turns to the minimization of classification error on B over all the functions f At of classification on the previous training set A t , at iteration t of relevance feedback loop, augmented with the annotation s(x i ) of the image x i :
with R test (f A ) a risk function, which can have different definitions depending on the approximation introduced in its evaluation.
For instance, Roy & Mc Callum [4] propose a technique to determine the data x i which, once added to the training set A with the user annotation s(x i ), minimizes the error of generalization. This problem cannot be directly solved, since the user annotation s(x i ) of each x i image is unknown. Roy & Mc Callum [4] thus propose to approximate the risk function R test (f A ) for both possible annotations, positive and negative. The labels s(x i ), being unknown on U, are estimated by training 2 classifiers for both possible labels on each unlabeled data x i . Such a classification method implies a computational complexity of O(|U| 3 ). Tong et al. [5] proposed a selection method, SV M active , in the case of one image selection, which is fast, with strong mathematical foundations and which is a classic reference in many papers to compare image retrieval approaches. Their approach is based on the minimization of the set of separating hyperplanes.
A relevance function f A , adapted from the membership to a class (distance to the hyperplane for SVM), is trained. Using this relevance function, uncertain data x will be close to 0:
The solution to the minimization problem at the iteration t in eq. 1 is:
The efficiency of this method depends on the accuracy of the relevance function estimation close to the boundary between relevant and irrelevant classes. Tong et al. strategy [5] requires to compute the relevance function on the whole database and to sort the relevance scores obtained. The complexity of this stage is in O(|U| * log(|U|)), with B the whole database, which makes the interactive search impossible when the size of the database becomes too large.
Many methods have been proposed to preselect data to be annotated, but the best schemes remain linear in the size of the database.
APPROXIMATION SCHEME
In this paper, we propose a method to preselect data to be presented to the user which is sub-linear in the size of the database. Following the same idea as Tong et al. [5] , our system is going to present the n most uncertain images regarding the classification function. However, we propose to not consider all the images from the whole image set B but provide an optimized selection of images to be annotated in order to approximate the relevance function f A .
Selection strategy
To decrease the complexity, we propose to carefully select a relevant subset of images S and to only look for the most uncertain images in this subset. This data subset must be as small as possible to decrease as much as possible the computational complexity and must contain the most uncertain images, i.e. images at the boundary between relevant and irrelevant images. At the beginning of the interactive search, the relevance function is not accurate, i.e. we have few knowledge of the boundary. As a consequence, we do not know if the most uncertain images at first iterations are really at the boundary of real classification. However, we know that the size of relevant images is smallest than the size of irrelevant images. It follows that a positively annotated image is most likely to be at the real boundary than a negatively annotated image. For this reason, our strategy to build S is to add the nearest neighbors of each positively annotated image (x i , +1) ∈ A. This modified optimization scheme is interesting if the computation of S is fast. Instead of doing a linear scan for the k-NN search, we use an efficient indexing scheme based on LSH, which will be detailed below.
The subset S is define as i LSH(x i , +1) U. Thus, the relevance function f A is evaluated on the n most uncertain data in S, i.e. the n images with a relevance value closest to 0. As we will show in the result this approach allows us to reduce highly the computational time of retrieval compared to Tong et al. approach.
LSH indexing
We shortly report in this section the basic LSH principle to explain how we use it in our context. LSH solves the (R, 1 + )-NN problem: finding, on a given space, vectors that are at a distance of (1 + )R to a query vector. The fundamental principle relies on the construction of a hash table using a hash function instead of sorted data. The hash function associates a vector to a key and each key allows to access a bin of a hash table. Hash function has the property of associating vectors to the same key with higher probability when they are close to each other. To avoid boundary effects, many hash tables are generated.
Indyk and Motwani [6] solved this problem for the Hamming metric with a complexity of O(n 1/(1+ ) ) where n is the number of vectors of the database.
Datar et al. [7] proposed an extension of this method which solves this problem with the Euclidean metric and with similar time performances.
The hashing function works on tuples of random projections of the form: h a,c (b) = a.b+c w where a is a random vector whose each entry is chosen independently from a Gaussian distribution, c is a real number chosen uniformly in the range [0, w] and w specifies a bin width (which is set to be constant for all projections).
Each projection splitting the space by a random set of parallel hyperplanes; the value of the hash function indicates in which slice of the space, between two hyperplanes the vector has fallen.
The three parameters chosen for this algorithm are the ra-dius R, the number of projections K and the number of hash tables L.
Our algorithm scheme

Fig. 1. scheme of a learning loop
A learning loop is summarized on the fig.1 . Training: A binary classifier is trained with the labels A the user has given. In this paper, we use a SVM with a Gaussian l 2 kernel to be consistent with the k-NN search. The result is a relevant function f A .
Selection: Annotated images A are also used to select among the unlabeled dataset U the relevant subset of images S as described in the section 3.1.
Uncertainty image selection: The system compute for each image of S a measure of uncertainty using Tong approach (|f A (x)|, ∀x ∈ S). The n most uncertain images (data closest to 0) are shown to the user. This learning loop is repeated a few times. At each iteration we can show to the user a preliminary result by ranking the set of selected images S using the relevant function f A . An example of preliminary result is given on the fig.2. 
Classifier updating
A second problem of scalability occurs when the function f A needs to be computed on all images of the data base to show the classification result. As the user is only interested in the rank of the N images most relevant, called T OP N, we can decrease the complexity in computing the function f A only on a carefully chosen subset S u . Noticing that the subset S contains images close to the positive annotations, i.e, images that have a high probability to be at the top of the ranking, we chose S u = S.
EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments aims to prove that our active learning scheme on a selected relevant image subset is as efficient as Tong approach [8] while decreasing the computational complexity of image retrieval task.
Experimental setup
We perform evaluation of our method on the 10-class VOC2006 datasets [9] which contains 5,304 images. The goal of our system is to learn a category of images through a relevance feedback process. The SVM Active learner has no prior knowledge on the image categories. Each image is represented by a 192-dimension vector obtained by concatenating 3 histograms, one of 64 chrominances value from CIEL * a * b * and two of 64 textures from Gabor filters. We use Gaussian kernel function with l 2 distance. Each retrieval session is initialized with 15 relevant images and 5 irrelevant images. Then, at each iteration, 5 images chosen by the active learning system are labeled either positively or negatively. This process is repeated 25 times. At the end of the retrieval session, the training set is made of 145 labeled images. An illustration of the graphical interface of our system RETIN [10] is given on fig.2 . Performances are 
Results
Results are given on the fig.3 . As we can see our method provides better results than Tong approach for the first iterations. Indeed, after initialization, we obtain a MAP of 9.24% which is 6.5% better than Tong results. After some iterations, Tong approach gives better results, but our method remains competitive. In the worst case, iteration 21, we obtain a MAP of 16.38% with Tong approach while our method gives a MAP of 15.83%. For some categories, like the class of car, our system provides even better results regardless the number of iterations (fig. 4) 4 times faster than Tong method. For a classification consisting of 25 iterations, our algorithm will take 0.72 second while using the Tong method will take 3.18 seconds. The classification is 4.4 times faster for a similar result.
CONCLUSION
Active learning has been proved to be particularly relevant in interactive image retrieval. The image selection for annota- tion is one of the key aspects for scalability of active learning methods. We have proposed a strategy to tackle this scalability issue. Based on LSH strategy we quickly select a pool of relevant images. In this paper, we have defined an active criterion to select these best images. Experimental results on VOC2006 show that our algorithm achieves same accuracy than one of the reference methods, Tong approach, while dividing the computational complexity by 4.
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